
 

Interpreting Graphs & Data Presentation 
(adapted from TIEE ©2008) 

 

Lab objectives – after you complete this lab you will be able to 

 Identify the independent and dependent variables in an experiment. 

 Interpret data presented in figures. 

 Choose an appropriate figure (line, graph or pie chart) for field or lab collected data. 

 

Independent vs. dependent variables 

 

In an experiment, the independent variable is the variable that is varied or manipulated by the 

researcher, and the dependent (or response) variable is the measured response.  For example, if 

you were measuring the growth rate of trees receiving fertilizer applications compared to the growth rate 

of tree receiving no fertilizer applications, then the independent variable would be the variable you 

control: fertilizer application.  Tree growth rate would be the dependent variable. 

 

Is it possible to measure multiple dependent variables?  Yes, there can be more than one dependent 

variable.  In our example, tree growth is one dependent variable and overall tree height might be another 

dependent variable.   You hypothesize that both of these variables depend upon the independent variable. 

 

Can you have more than one independent variable?  No, there should be only one independent variable 

for any valid experiment (advanced forms of research do allow for more than one independent variable 

but unless you are doing this kind of research, you should probably stick to one.).  Good experimental 

design has only one independent variable.  Why?  If you have multiple independent variables then it is 

very difficult to determine the independent impacts of each variable.  For example, if some of the trees in 

our experiment received fertilizer and higher amounts of sunlight and subsequently had a higher growth 

rate, then we would not be able to figure out if the higher growth rate was caused by fertilizer or sunlight. 

 

In an ideal experiment, you have one independent variable and you control (keep constant) any other 

variables that might influence or confuse your results.  In our example, tree growth rate can be potentially 

affected by sunlight, water amount, soil type, air quality, or temperature; in addition to our independent 

variable: fertilizer.  Therefore, we would want to control or keep constant all of the other variables 

(sunlight, water, soil type, air quality, temperature) and only vary fertilizer amount. 

 

Identify the independent and dependent variables in each of the following examples: 

1. Change in heartbeat rate in response to exercise. 

2. The effect of time spent on Facebook on grades. 

3. The likelihood that people exposed to smoke from other people’s cigarettes will contract lung 

cancer. 

4. The impact of school indoor air pollution levels on student asthma rates. 

5. Change in rates of extinction in response to the area of habitat remaining. 

6. Change in the amount of sleep received on grades and alertness in class. 

 

Figuring Out Figures 

 

Scientists frequently make and use figures to compare effects of variables or look at trends as they 

develop and examine hypotheses. In a way, figures are a “language” through which scientists 

communicate with each other.  However, just like a student studying Spanish needs to practice and learn 

new Spanish words, a student studying science needs to practice interpreting and making figures. 

 



 

Interpreting Figures & Tables 

 

Step One (Describe): First determine how the figure/table is set up. This is the part that everyone 

would agree about and is not a matter of interpretation. 

 

What are units on the axes (for a figure) or heading of the columns (for a table)? Make sure you 

understand what these units mean.  Pay attention to the symbols on a figure, the differences between 

dotted and solid lines, and so on.  Now look at the pattern in the data. For a figure with lines, what is their 

pattern? For instance, do they increase linearly and then level off? In a table do the numbers increase 

across the column? Pay attention to detail; that may be important.  At this point you should have a pretty 

good idea of the question addressed by the data set and the experimental design — how it was carried out. 

 

Step Two (Interpret): Now you are ready to interpret the data.  

What conclusions can you draw from the pattern that you have described? What do these results tell you 

about the phenomenon being studied? How do they fit into the larger picture of scientific thinking? 

Interpretations may well differ from person to person; this is to be expected and makes discussions about 

data sets all the more interesting! 

 

Figure 1 

 
 

Step 1 

7. What are the units on the y-axis? What are the units on the x-axis? 

 

8. What does the blue line in the figure represent? 

 

9. Describe the figure in 1-3 sentences as you would in the results section of a lab report (please see 

the instructions in the first part of the manual for information about a results section). 

 

 

10. How do you think these data were collected 

 

 

 

Dec. 2008 – Jan. 2009 



 

Step 2 

11. Based on Figure 1, what can you conclude happened weather-wise from Dec. 29 – Dec. 31, 2008 

in Atlanta, Georgia. 

 

12. Based on Figure 1, what can you conclude happened weather-wise on Jan. 2, 2009? 

 

 

13. Why does the line in Figure 1 only increase in value?  Would it be possible for it to decrease? 

 

 

Figure 2: Five centuries of human population growth, projected to 2050.  There are two datasets 

represented.  They both share the same x-axis.  One dataset is represented by the red line, and the other 

dataset is represented by the blue bars. 

 

 
 

Step 1 

14. What are the units on the y-axis that correspond to the red line?  To the blue bars?  

 

15. What are the units on the x-axis? 

 

16. What does the red line in the figure represent? 

 

17. Why is the red line dashed after 2010? 

 

18. Describe the pattern of the red line? 

 

19. What do the blue bars represent? 

 

20. Describe the pattern of the blue bars? 

 

21. How are the red line and blue bars related to one another? 

 

Step 2 – Using Figure 2 answer the following questions. 

22. When was the human population rate of increase the greatest?  (rate implies a time scale – what 

time scale is used in Figure 2.  How would you calculate a rate based on Figure 2?). 

 



 

23. What happened to human population increase after 1980? 

 

 

24. During what time frame, if any, has there been a decrease in the total human population? 

 

 

25. What would happen to the red line if the value of the corresponding blue bar was equal to zero? 

 

Choosing the most appropriate figure for your data 

 

When writing your lab reports or answering the lab questions, it is important to consider which type of 

figure or table is the best way to represent your data.   

 

Bar charts work best for comparing values of categorical data.   A bar chart or bar graph is a chart with 

rectangular bars with lengths proportional to the values that they represent. The bars can be horizontally 

or vertically oriented.  The independent variables are the categories along the x-axes.  

 

A line chart or line graph is a type of graph created by connecting a series of data points together with a 

line.  Line charts work best when there is a continuous variable (such as time) along the x-axis, and when 

you are interested in highlighting changes in the dependent variables along the continuous independent 

variable.   

 

A pie chart (or a circle graph) is a circular chart divided into sectors, illustrating relative magnitudes, 

frequencies or percents.  Pie charts are used when you are highlighting differences among parts of a 

whole.  While the pie chart is used frequently in the business world and the mass media, it is rarely used 

in scientific or technical publications because it is difficult to compare different sections of a given pie 

chart, or to compare data across different pie charts.  Differences between categories that would be 

obvious in a bar chart are less noticeable in a pie chart. 

 
Assuming you collect the following data, which type of figure would you choose to use to represent your 

data?  If you choose a bar or line chart, which variables are along the x- and y-axes? 

 

26. You are collecting temperature data (maximum daily temperature in ºC) throughout the summer, 

and you want to see which month has the highest maximum daily temperature. 

 

27. You are interested in comparing growth rates of three types of plants (grasses, forbs, shrubs) 

under elevated CO2 conditions. 

 

 

 

 



 

28. You are interested in student opinions about recycling on campus.  Your team surveys 250 

students and asks them if they think GCSU a) Should increase the opportunities to recycle on 

campus b) Already recycles enough on campus or c) Should not waste time on student opinion 

surveys d) Should increase recycling opportunities on campus but only if it does not increase 

waste management costs. 

 

29. You are examining the impact of elevation on breeding success of songbirds.  You collect data on 

the number of breeding bird pairs along a mountain slope, and also on the number of young that 

each pair successfully fledges.  

 

What is wrong with these figures? 

 

30. Students were interested in comparing two streams in Milledgeville. The following graph shows 

physical and chemical measurements taken from these two creeks near Milledgeville. What is 

wrong with the following graph? 

 
 

31. Students were interested in comparing tree diameter between managed and unmanaged forest 

plots, so they measured the diameter of 12 trees.  Six of the trees were from unmanaged forest 

plots and six of the trees were from managed forest plots.  Their data are shown below.  What is 

wrong with the following graph? 

 
 


